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Wearing togas, members of the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity ride down Main
Street as they participate in Fort Hays State University's homecoming parade
Saturday.

Felten.sculptures take
note ofwomen at FHSU
By MICHELLE DUELL
HAYS DAil..Y NEWS

Pilgrimage of a Lifetime of
Learning."
Their dedication ceremony drew
about 35 people who came to hear
McClure and . FHSU President
Edward Hammond give a response.
"Today is certainly everything I
hoped it would be," said McClure.
"I wanted to convey my personal
ideal that learning and knowledge
is a lifetime experience."
Pete Felten helped her do that,
she said, when two years ago she
began to conceive the idea on how
to accomplish her goal.
She drew a few sketches on
envelopes and took them to Felten,
she said. He looked at them, gave
his input, and began chipping
away.
At the ceremony, McClure
thanked Felten for his dedication to
the project and for his generosity.
"He's been more than generous
with his time and his discussions,"
McClure said.
When Hammond addressed the
audience, he said the setting of the
statues, with trees in the background, were a garden and
announced a new scholarship program named after McClure. .
Funds for the scholarship, he
said, would be obtained by selling
CHARLIE RIEDEL / Hays Daily News
bricks "to turn the garden into a
Ann
McClure
stands
with
one
of
two
statues
that
she
donated
to
Fort
Hays
State University to honor
brick patio."

Fort Hays State University's
homecoming activities continued
Saturday, beginning at 9 a.m. with
a dedication of the Fort Hays State
University Contemplation Garden
on campus.
The dedication of the garden
included two statues - one depicting a female student holding books
fo her chest and the other depicting a woman in doctoral garb continuing her life of learning.
It was for all women at Fort
Hays State University, past, present, future, who have and continue
to provide the opportunity, environment and means to follow the path
of knowledge, said Ann McClure,
associate professor of business
administration at FHSU.
McClure was responsible for
conceiving the idea of the two statues with Hays sculptor Peter
Felten, who made them reality.
Together, the two donated the
statues to FHSU as the first of
many centennial events that will
occur at the university until its
100th birthday in 2002.
The statues are located south of
Sheridan Hall in front of trees in
an area that eventually will
become the garden and are titled
Contemplation: Musing on the e
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the women who have helped make FHSU and higher education what it is today. The statues were
dedicated as part of FHSU's homecoming activities Saturday.

